
Just one click away: ready-made drive cables - 
selected, ordered and delivered quickly
The readycable product finder from the cables specialist igus is the first step towards
an uncomplicated delivery to the customer from 24 hrs

With the latest tool readycable product finder, ready-made drive cables from the igus
GmbH, can be easily selected, ordered and requested. In this way it is easy for users to
screen an appropriate solution for the particular application - from arange of 2,830 defi-
ned drive cables. Above that an order can be placed with just one click, thereby 
reducing the cycle time.

igus is in-line with the goal to make all products configurable, orderable and rapidly deliverable
online. For this purpose the company has developed numerous online tools. The latest online tool
comes from the business unit readychain & readycable. igus completes worldwide drive cables
under the name of "readycable". 2,830 defined drive cables with different approvals and 
conformities are available from stock. To facilitate the selection of the suitable drive cable for
users, the company has now developed the readycable product finder. The product finder helps
by saving time to select, order or request ready-made drive cables online in accordance with 
20 standards.

The tool is clearly arranged and easy to use: It is either possible to enter an article number from
igus or from a manufacturer, or to select manufacturer names from the pop-up menu. After that,
the required cable type can be selected. As a result the system lists all possible drive cables. The
overview records the different cable qualities like PUR, PVC or TPE outer jacket, inclusively it's
most important features such as bending radius, environmental conditions, travels as well as it's
conformity with relevant standards such as UL or CSA. The price is also displayed.

In addition to that the readycable product finder records all necessary information for the 
customer's application on a separate data sheet. Another click puts the selected article into the
shopping basket. The complying drive cable will be delivered in the desired length to the last 
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Picture PM2613-01: 
With the readycable product finder, ready-made cables can be selected and directly ordered online. 
(Source: igus GmbH)



centimetre. Without any surcharge, or minimum order.

The purpose of each new development by igus has is to provide customers the best product for
his application as soon as possible. Also with the latest online tool, igus reduces the complexity of
product selection, ensures customer processes and guaranties rapid delivery times.

www.igus.eu/readycable-finder
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CONTACT:

igus® GmbH
Spicher Str. 1a
D-51147 Köln
Phone +49-22 03 / 96 49-0
Fax     +49-22 03 / 96 49-222
info@igus.de
www.igus.de

About igus®:
The igus GmbH is a world`s leading manufacturer in
the field of energy chain systems and polymer plain
bearings. The family-run company is based in
Cologne, represented in 29 countries and contracts
2,200 employees worldwide. In 2012 igus generated
a turnover of 399 million Euro. igus operates the lar-
gest test laboratories and fabrics in its branch to
offer customers innovative and tailor-made products
and solutions within the shortest time. 
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The terms "igus, chainflex, readycable, easychain,
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chain system, flizz, readychain, triflex, twisterchain,
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for longer life, manus, vector" are legally protected
trademarks in the Federal Republic of Germany
and, where applicable, in some foreign countries.


